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Abstract

Point cloud registration is invariably an essential and challenging task in the fields
of photogrammetry and computer vision to align multiple point clouds to a united
reference frame. In this paper, we propose a novel global registration method using
a robust phase correlation method for registration of low-overlapping point clouds,
which is less sensitive to noise and outliers than feature-based registration methods.
The proposed point cloud registration is achieved by converting the estimation of
rotation, scaling, and translation in the spatial domain to a problem of correlat-
ing low-frequency components in the frequency domain. Specifically, it consists of
three core steps: transformation from the spatial domain to the frequency domain,
decoupling of rotation, scaling, and translation, and adapted phase correlation for
robust shift estimation. In the first step, unstructured and unordered 3D points are
transformed from the spatial domain to the frequency domain via 3D Fourier trans-
formation, following a voxelization and binarization process. In the second step,
rotation, scaling, and translation are decoupled by sequential operations, including
Fourier transform, resampling strategies, and Fourier-Mellin transform. In the third
step, the estimation of transformation parameters is transformed into shift estima-
tion tasks. The shift estimation task is solved by a robust phase correlation method,
in which low-frequency components are matched by decomposing the normalized
cross-power spectrum and linearly fitting the decomposed signals with a closed-form
solution by a `1-norm-based robust estimator. Experiments were conducted using
three different datasets of urban and natural scenarios. Results demonstrate the
efficiency of the proposed method, with the majority of rotation and translation er-
rors reaching less than 0.2 degrees and 0.5 m, respectively. Additionally, it is also
validated by experiments that the proposed method is robust to noise and versatile
to datasets with wide ranges of overlaps and various geometric characteristics.
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1. Introduction1

Since the last decade, point clouds acquired via Light Detection and Ranging2

(LiDAR) or photogrammetric acquisition have frequently been used in a wide range3

of research fields and engineering projects (Vosselman and Maas, 2010). Point clouds4

were proposed to be the most proper data for 3D visualization in broader urban5

scenarios, owing to their capability of providing spatial coordinates of observed object6

surfaces, which disentangles tasks like interpretation and reconstruction of 3D scenes7

(Yang et al., 2013a; Huang et al., 2020c). However, in the observations using the8

laser scanning, in the scanned scene, only points in the path of laser beams can9

be measured, and points in the occluded or invisible area stay unconsidered. To10

overcome this drawback, we usually need to conduct multiple scans or potogrmmetric11

acquisitions to cover a large urban scene, mainly because of the occlusion by objects12

in urban scenes, such as, cars and buildings, and restricted locations of the scanners13

(Yang et al., 2016; Dong et al., 2018). Consequently, before any further use, a co-14

registration of these individually scanned point clouds becomes a vital task, ensuring15

full coverage of the entire scene (Dong et al., 2020).16

Point cloud registration has long been a challenging work in the field of pho-17

togrammetry and computer vision, whose objective is to estimate a rigid transfor-18

mation that aligns multiple individual but related point clouds into a unified coordi-19

nate system (Xu et al., 2019). These point clouds might be acquired from different20

viewpoints, at different times, using different platforms, or via multimodal sensors.21

Effective results of point cloud registration is the prerequisite of many applications,22

such as autonomous driving, 3D reconstruction (Lafarge and Mallet, 2012; Yang23

et al., 2013a), forest investigation (Polewski et al., 2019), construction monitoring24

(Bosché et al., 2015; Tuttas et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2020b), urban planning (Vossel-25

man and Maas, 2010) and change detection (Gehrung et al., 2017; Hebel and Stilla,26

2011; Hebel et al., 2013).27

Generally, point cloud registration is achieved by identifying correspondences be-28

tween point clouds, which is usually realized by a two-step solution. First, feature29

representation shall be established from original point clouds as the basis for the30

search of correspondences. Then, corresponding feature pairs can be identified based31

on the extracted features (Habib et al., 2010). Technically, on condition that cor-32

respondence between features are identified, the transformation parameters between33

the coordinate systems can be well estimated via optimization-based algorithms.34
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However, when operating point cloud registration following the aforementioned steps,35

several critical problems appear:36

• Noise and outliers caused by temporary or moving objects: noise and outliers37

influence the dependability of some feature descriptors based on details of point38

clouds and even lead to failure in finding correspondence in some cases with39

low-quality point clouds;40

• Uneven densities resulting from different viewing distances of scanners: for41

a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS), densities of point clouds decrease with the42

increase of observation distances, making the extracted features ineffectual;43

• Incomplete data caused by occlusions in complex urban environments: the44

incompetence will result in the change of details of point clouds and thus lead45

to failure in search of corresponding feature pairs;46

• Extensive data amount of point clouds: massive data size will lead to high47

computational effort and low time efficiency for most of point cloud registration48

algorithms;49

• Self-similar and symmetric urban objects: the intricate and homogeneous ar-50

chitectural structures in urban scenarios could lead to the mismatching of corre-51

spondences, owing to similar and regular building and infrastructure elements;52

• A low overlap ratio between point clouds: low overlaps will lead to defeats in53

finding sufficient feature pairs for estimating transformation parameters.54

Considering these problems, we can find that the feature-based registration methods55

are greatly influenced by the quality of feature representations and the overlap ratio56

of point clouds.57

To address the problems mentioned above, we aim to design a pairwise coarse58

registration framework that fulfills the following requirements: robust to noise and59

outliers and applicable to low-overlapping cases. In this paper, we provide an auto-60

matic and marker-free solution via a novel global registration method using a robust61

phase correlation method (GRPC). In the proposed method, point clouds are aligned62

with a transformation of seven degrees of freedom (DoFs) using global features gener-63

ated in the frequency domain. Global features are deemed to be less easily influenced64

by low-overlapping issues and unevenly distributed point densities than features con-65

structed based on local context (Huang et al., 2019, 2020a). Besides, high-frequency66

components which indicates noise and outliers in the 3D signals can be eliminated67
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by representing 3D points using discrete signals and transforming them to the fre-68

quency domain. Compared to feature-based registration approaches (i.e., using key69

points or geometric primitives), global feature-based methods utilize underlying in-70

formation provided by the whole point cloud, which provides adequate constraints71

for the geometric information (Xu et al., 2017) and simultaneously enhancing the72

reliability. Moreover, the ill-posed registration problem can be tackled by a straight-73

forward estimation of phase angle differences, which provides a closed-form solution74

and simultaneously achieves a good balance between efficiency and effectiveness. In75

general, contributions and innovations of this work are listed as follows:76

• We propose a new global feature-based point cloud registration framework,77

which is achieved by correlating low-frequency components of 3D signals pre-78

sented by 3D point clouds, capable of dealing with high-frequency noise, low-79

overlapping cases, and small changes. Compared with local-correspondence-80

based strategy, the extraction of local features and correspondences is avoided,81

and the accuracy of registration does not rely on the intermediate step.82

• We decompose the point cloud registration problem of seven DoFs into sev-83

eral multidimensional shift estimation sub-problems, which can be solved by84

a standard and closed-form solution, composing a sequence of Fourier-based85

transformations and optimizations.86

• We propose a novel multidimensional shift estimation method based on sub-87

voxel-based phase correlation, in which shifts are estimated by decomposing88

correlated cross-spectrum and fitting the decomposed signals using an l1 nor-89

malized line-fitting approach.90

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a literature91

review on the mark-less point cloud registration methods is given. In Section 3,92

the principle of robust estimation of transformation between point clouds in the93

frequency domain is elaborated. Section 4 gives an application of the proposed prin-94

ciple, presenting a novel global point cloud registration method. Section 5 presents95

the experiments and evaluation, and Section 6 gives a detailed discussion and anal-96

ysis of the obtained results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and introduces97

the future work.98
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Figure 1: Illustration of registering multisource point clouds using our proposed method. (a)
Photogrammetric and (b) laser scanning point clouds (from TUM-MLS-2016 dataset (Zhu et al.,
2020)) with scaling changes and rotation. (c) Registered point clouds and (d) residual distances
(rendered with colors) between corresponding points.

2. Related work99

Numerous studies have been intensively reported to solve mark-less point cloud100

registration. Coarse registration and fine registration are the two major categories101

of registration approaches. In fine registration methods, iterative closest point (ICP)102

(Besl and McKay, 1992) and its variants, such as Geometric Primitive ICP (Bae103

and Lichti, 2008), geometric features + ICP (Gressin et al., 2013; Habib et al., 2005,104

2010), Go-ICP (Yang et al., 2013b), are representative approaches, which minimize105

distances between corresponding elements. Apart from ICP-based algorithms, nor-106

mal distribution transform (NDT) (Biber and Straßer, 2003) is also a widely used107

method in the folder of fine registration. However, for the fine registration methods,108

proper initial transformation estimation are needed to avoid incorrect local optimum.109

Coarse registration are often conducted before fine registration to provide appropri-110

ate initial transformation estimation for fine registration. In this paper, we address111

the problem of coarse registration. In order to achieve coarse point cloud registra-112

tion, two key steps are involved, including the estimation of correspondences and the113

calculation of transformation parameters, among which finding correspondences is114

requisite the whole process.115
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In the following, we mainly review coarse registration methods. A wide variety116

of literature has reported solutions for marker-less registration through the utiliza-117

tion of geometric characteristics. Generally, coarse registration approaches can be118

grouped into three fundamental classes conforming to the principles that they used:119

feature description-based, geometric constraint-based, and global information-based120

approaches.121

2.1. Feature description-based registration122

For feature description-based registration approaches, the corresponding pairs be-123

tween point clouds are identified through retrieving features with the most substan-124

tial similarity. In this retrieving process, an appropriate feature description plays an125

important role, usually implemented by feature descriptors. Various feature descrip-126

tors have been demonstrated in many studies that are useful in the feature retrieving127

and matching. An eligible feature descriptor should have two core characteristics,128

namely, high descriptiveness and rotation-invariance. High descriptiveness ensures129

a discriminative description of geometric features for non-corresponding points and130

substantial similarity between features of corresponding points. Rotation-invariance131

guarantees the robustness of the generated features which should not be influenced by132

rigid transformation between point clouds. Renowned examples of feature descrip-133

tors include scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) (Flitton et al., 2010), fast point134

feature histogram (FPFH) (Rusu et al., 2009), rotational projection statistics (RoPS)135

(Guo et al., 2013) and signature of histogram of orientations (SHOT) (Tombari et al.,136

2010). However, the performance of descriptors (i.e., SIFT), highly depends on the137

saliency of input points, which is selected by keypoint detectors like Harris 3D. The138

detection of key points will highly influence the performance of both candidate selec-139

tion and feature extraction. Furthermore, the basic principle for achieving rotation140

in-variance mainly counts on the pose normalization. For instance, SIFT achieves141

rotation-invariance in feature extraction by orienting the local reference frame (LRF)142

axis to the gradients’ dominant orientation. However, the orientation of LRF is easy143

to be influenced by noise and outliers. An alternative is to obtain the local geometry144

statistics, which is easy to implement and fast to compute. However, the critical145

problem is that this kind of features may encounter low descriptiveness. Addition-146

ally, features can also be extracted from geometric primitives that clustered from147

points, such as lines (Habib et al., 2005; Ge and Hu, 2020), curves (Yang and Zang,148

2014), planes (Xiao et al., 2013), surfaces (Ge and Wunderlich, 2016). Thus, the ac-149

curacy of extracting these geometric candidates for registration, such as keypoints or150

primitives, is an importance factor that influences the registration results. Besides,151

artifacts may also be brought in when extracting geometric primitives, such as lines,152
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planes, or surfaces.153

2.2. Geometric constraint-based registration154

Unlike feature description-based methods, some methods use a geometric con-155

straint formed by points or primitives as an indicator for retrieving and matching156

correspondences. This type of methods follows a different registration scheme, in157

which specially designed combinations of points or primitives matter to the iden-158

tification of corresponding points. This specially designed combination of points159

or primitives can create a constraint when searching for candidates pairs of points,160

which significantly increases the efficiency than a random matching test. 4-points161

congruent set (4PCS) (Aiger et al., 2008) and its variants such as Super4PCS (Mel-162

lado et al., 2014), keypoint-based 4PCS (K4PCS) (Theiler et al., 2014), and semantic163

keypoint-based 4PCS (SK4PCS) (Ge, 2017) are representative approaches following164

this strategy. In this type of methods, corresponding sets of congruent points are165

identified through utilizing the constraint of intersection ratios and selected as can-166

didates for finding correspondences. In the affine transformation, intersection ratios167

of four points congruent sets consisting of two pairs of points are invariant. Thus,168

by filtering out all four points sets follow intersection ratios from a given four points169

sets in the target point cloud, we can reduce the number of candidates in the source170

point cloud. Compared with feature description-based registration, the geometric171

constraint-based methods have higher robustness to occlusions and unequal densi-172

ties, since the geometric constraint can be built on a larger scale than the features173

extracted from a local context. Similarly, instead of points, using the combination of174

different kinds of primitives, for example, two pairs of planes (Chen et al., 2019), is175

also a compelling choice. The use of geometric primitives like planes can upgrade the176

robustness of the geometric features, as they reduce the DoF and are less sensitive to177

uneven points density and outliers (Xu et al., 2019). For example, the measured dis-178

tances between points in the point-based 4PCS methods are more sensitive to noise179

compared to the primitive-based one. The volumetric 4PCS (V-4PCS) (Huang et al.,180

2017) is also a method under the framework of 4PCS, which extended the surface181

expression to volumetric ones and shows a promising improvement in computational182

efficiency.183

2.3. Global information-based registration184

In the aforementioned registration categories, local information are mainly uti-185

lized and generated from points themselves or clusters of primitives. Registration186

can also make use of global features derived from the entire point clouds. For in-187

stance, in the previously mentioned NDT-based methods, points were transformed188
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into a normal distribution, the natural distribution of which forced alignment be-189

tween point clouds (Magnusson et al., 2007). The distribution of point densities is190

another global indicator for alignment. In some representative methods, coherent191

point-drift (Myronenko and Song, 2010) and kernel affinity correlation (Tsin and192

Kanade, 2004) were applied on the density for finding correspondences. In a recent193

work of (Dong et al., 2018), global features were used for fast orientation of multi-scan194

unordered point clouds. In our previous work (Huang et al., 2019), 3D point clouds195

of a highly complicated scenario were projected into 1D histograms and 2D images196

for achieving registration in low-dimensional spaces. These projected histograms and197

images were also a global expression of original point clouds. Theoretically, the global198

information-based registration methods are more robust than the local feature-based199

ones, but large overlap ratios are usually required. Otherwise, the approaches based200

on global features may make a significant difference.201

3. Principle of robust estimation of 3D transformation in the frequency202

domain203

The core of a point cloud registration is the estimation of 3D transformation be-204

tween two coordinate frames. In traditional point cloud registration methods, as we205

have mentioned, the registration relies heavily on matching correspondences via local206

geometric features. They firstly extract key points or feature points from both source207

and target data and then conduct the matching of corresponding points with fea-208

tures for estimating the transformation between different coordinate frames. Unlike209

conventional methods, in this paper, we proposed a new global information-based210

registration strategy following a principle which estimates 3D transformation in the211

frequency domain robustly. Following the proposed principle, our strategy converts212

the entire point clouds into 3D signals and regards them as global features. Then,213

the transformation between coordinate frames is achieved via the phase correlation214

in the frequency domain. Comparing with using local features of key points, the215

use of global features can increase the robustness. By transforming 3D points to 3D216

signals, we can separate and eliminate high-frequency parts representing noise and217

outliers, so that the matching of features could be more reliable. By using a novel218

robust and accurate phase correlation, the feature matching can be addressed by the219

optimization with a closed-form expression.220
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Figure 2: Comparison of workflows using our proposed principles and conventional feature
description-based strategy.

In Fig. 2, we illustrate a comparison of workflows using our proposed strategy and221

conventional feature description-based ones. Specifically, the proposed principle for222

estimation of 3D transformation mainly comprises three principal aspects, including223

the transformation from the spatial to the frequency domain, decoupling of rotation,224

scaling, and translation, and robust and accurate shift estimation.225

3.1. Transformation from the spatial domain to the frequency domain226

The transformation from the spatial domain to the frequency domain is to create227

discrete 3D signals from unstructured and unordered points, which could be further228

used for the phase correlation. The transformation includes the voxelization and229

binarization of 3D points and 3D Fourier transformation of voxelized 3D data.230
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3.1.1. Voxelization and binarization of 3D points231

Figure 3: Voxelization and binarization of point clouds. (a) Original point clouds. (b) Voxelized
point clouds. (c) Binarized voxels. It should be noted that Type 1 denotes the empty voxels
annotated with value zero and Type 2 denotes the voxels with limited numbers of points and
annotated with value zero.

Fig. 3 illustrates the voxelization and binarization of a given 3D point cloud. A232

voxelization process is presented to transform the unstructured and unordered points233

to a regularly resampled discrete 3D grid. Differing from the voxelization step in the234

other previous work, in which only the point cloud is voxelized, instead, the 3D space235

covering the entire point cloud is voxelized and resampled. The centers of all these236

voxels will be utilized to represent the point cloud and serve as basic input elements237

for the further process. Then, a binarization process is conducted on the resampled238

3D grid, in which binary values (i.e., zero or one) are annotated to each voxel. The239

binary values actually denotes the occupancy of each voxel. It means that if points240

whose number is above a threshold fall into a voxel, the voxel will be marked as value241

one. Conversely, if a voxel contains limited number of points, it will be annotated242

with value zero. The threshold is actually set to filter out some isolated points.243

The thresholds are identified according to point densities of point clouds. In case244

that the bounding box of the point cloud is not a cubic, a zero-padding should be245

done, ensuring three dimensions are of the same sizes. The position and assigned246

labels of voxels will be used as inputs for further steps. In this way, an unevenly247
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distributed point cloud can be resampled to a cubic grid, which represents the spatial248

distribution of point clouds and whose basic elements represent the corresponding249

point occupancy.250

3.1.2. 3D Fourier transform of voxelized 3D data251

In the previous step, the original point clouds have been transformed to regularly252

sampled discrete 3D signals. Assume that two signals are correlated to each other253

by shifts in the spatial domain denoted as ts ∈ Rn×1, where n is the dimensions of254

the data. The correlation between the two signals can be expressed as:255

s(x) = r(x− ts), (1)

where s(x) and r(x) represent two signals in the spatial domain. Afterward, a fast256

discrete Fourier transform (FFT) can be conducted on these two signals to transform257

them from the spatial domain to the frequency domain:258 {
S(k) = FFT (s(x))

R(k) = FFT (r(x))
, (2)

where S(k) and R(k) are the corresponding Fourier transforms of s(x) and r(x). In259

this paper, we use lowercase letters to represent the spatial domain, while uppercase260

letters denote the frequency domain. If we carry out a phase correlation between261

S(k) and R(k), the relation between these two signals can be written as:262

S(k) = R(k)e−i2π(kts). (3)

The normalized cross-power spectrum can be calculated as:263

Q(k) =
S(k)R∗(k)

|S(k)R∗(k)|
= e−i2π(kts), (4)

where R∗ represents the complex conjugate of R. The magnitude of Q is 1 after the264

normalization. From this equation, we can find that the translation ts can be solved265

by exploiting the correlation between the signals. At this point, we have converted266

the estimation of translation in the spatial domain to an addressable problem in the267

frequency domain. This is a commonly used strategy in dense image matching in268

many previous works. However, when it comes to the point cloud registration, the269

problem is more complex, because the transformation between coordinate frames is270

an ill-posed problem of seven DoFs (Bellekens et al., 2015). For solving the ill-posed271

estimation problem of transformation, the transformation has to be decoupled and272
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converted into a shift estimation task.273

3.2. Decoupling of rotation, scaling and translation274

The proposed strategy is to obtain the transformation by decomposing the trans-275

formation to several sub-problems, which can quickly solve shift estimation by phase276

correlation methods. First of all, we present the method used to decouple the trans-277

formation parameters, namely rotations, scaling, and translation. Before introduc-278

ing details of the method, we present some basic concepts and notations used in the279

method. Assuming that two 3D voxel data can be presented as f(x) and h(x) which280

differ by rotations, translation, and scaling, the relation between the two 3D data281

can be expressed as:282

h(x) = sf(g(α, β, γ)x− ts), (5)

in which g(α, β, γ) denotes rotations, s represents scaling factor, and ts = [tx, ty, tz]283

shifts the 3D voxel data by translation.284

Two 3D voxelized discrete data can be transformed to the frequency domain using285

3D FFT, then the relation between the spectrum of the data can be represented as286

follows:287

H(k) = s3F (g(α, β, γ)ks−1)e−i2πg(α,β,γ)ksts , (6)

where k = [u, v, w] denotes the coordinates in frequency domain. It shows that the288

translation only has an impact on the phase of the spectrum. Thus, by calculating289

the magnitude of the spectrum, the 3D translation can be decoupled. The relation290

can be simplified as:291

|H(k)| = s3|F (g(α, β, γ)ks−1)|. (7)

As shown by the equation, the spectral magnitude is influenced by a combination292

of rotations and scaling. A decoupling process is needed for estimating rotations293

and scaling separately. Explicitly, the rotations orient the 3D structure of the mag-294

nitude of the spectrum in the same way as it does for the original 3D data in the295

spatial domain. At the same time, the scaling affects the spectral magnitude in two296

aspects. One aspect is that the cubed scaling s3 only influences the amplitude of297

the magnitude spectrum. However, the amplitude does not influence the structural298

information, indicating that it makes no difference in the phase matching procedure.299

Another is that the term s−1 indicates that the scale difference between signals in the300

spatial domain shows a reciprocal effect on the spectrum in the frequency domain.301

It means that scale also influences the structural information of the spectrum. Thus,302

in order to decouple rotations with scale, the spectral magnitude is radially accumu-303

lated. By accumulating spectral data radially, we can obtain a spherical function on304

which rotations present shifts of the structural information. Then, only rotations re-305
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main in terms of the accumulated spectrum. Thus, the general procedure of the seven306

DoFs transformation estimation is to estimate the rotations using the accumulated307

spectrum first and subsequently estimate other transformation parameters.308

3.3. Adapted phase correlation for robust shift estimation309

Via the use of phase correlation, we can convert the spatial translation estimation310

to the underlying shift estimation of phase angle differences. The main concept of311

phase correlation is that any shifts between two correlated signals (i.e., 2D images or312

3D discrete signals) in the spatial domain can be represented as a phase shift in the313

frequency domain. Compared with correlation-based solutions which are also widely314

used, phase correlation seems to be more robust and accurate. Simultaneously, the315

processing efficiency is improved as a fringe benefit.316

Figure 4: Registration (top view) with (a) voxel level accuracy and (b) sub-voxel level accuracy.

However, if we apply classic phase correlation methods (e.g., estimating shifts317

from the peak of the inversed FFT of the cross-power spectrum) to point cloud reg-318

istration, we will encounter problems. For example, the estimated shifts can only319

achieve a voxel-level accuracy, which directly relates to the granularity of voxeliza-320

tion. In Fig. 4, we display a sketch showing a comparison between registrations with321

voxel- and subvoxel-level accuracies. To obtain an accurate registration, a sub-voxel322

level accuracy is mandatory, and this should be addressed by a fine-estimation of323

phase angle differences in the phase correlation. Moreover, as we have previously324

mentioned, the outliers and non-overlap areas will result in noise in the frequency325

domain signals, so we need to overcome these disturbances in the estimation of326
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phase angle differences simultaneously. To this end, we proposed a novel multidi-327

mensional phase correlation method using merely the low-frequency components and328

`1-normalized linear fitting for an accurate and robust shift estimation.329

3.3.1. Multidimensional phase correlation330

As assumed, the signals to be matched are in three dimensional, thus, the coor-331

dinates and shifts can be written as k = [u, v, w] and ts = [tx, ty, tz], respectively.332

It should be noted that although the solutions are provided in the 3D version, it333

can be easily adaptive to other multidimensional cases (i.e., 2D). In this case, the334

normalized cross-power spectrum can be written as:335

Q(u, v, w) = e−i2π(utx+vty+wtz). (8)

The inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of Q(k) contains a Dirac delta function in an

Figure 5: Multidimensional phase correlation. (a) Original point clouds. (b) Voxelized 3D points.
(c) Spectrum of discrete 3D signals after FFT. (d) Correlated tensor from phase correlation of
spectrums.

336

analytical way. Thus, the phase correlation result can be obtained by finding the337

Dirac peak, whose coordinates corresponds to the estimated parameters. However,338

this solution has a two-fold drawback. On the one hand, when the noise level is high,339

it will be hard to find a single peak for the function, which will lead to the failure or340

mistake in estimating the shifts. On the other hand, this kind of strategy is only able341

to produce a result in the accuracy of integer voxels or pixels, as shown in Fig. 4.342

This level of accuracy can not fulfill the requirement of registration of different scenes,343

especially for large-scale scenarios where the voxel size cannot be set as a small value.344
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Although there are some solutions proposed to improve the accuracy of the sub-pixel345

level by interpolation, the fitting of a high-dimensional polynomial function is not346

always robust, especially in high noisy cases. For tackling this problem, rather than347

sticking to interpolating the peak by some high-dimensional functions, many other348

methods have been reported aiming at improving the accuracy of phase matching349

to the sub-pixel level. An elegant way to solve the unknown shift parameters is to350

fit the phase difference angle, which can be represented as a linear function (i.e., 3D351

plane function). However, this is only feasible in an ideal situation. The real case is352

that noise, outliers, and the low-overlapping ratio of point clouds will produce strong353

disturbances to the cross power spectrum. Furthermore, the phase unwrapping of354

the high dimensional tensor will face an ill-posed problem with a high-level noisy355

cross-power spectrum tensor. In the following section, we will present our solution356

to the problems mentioned above.357

3.3.2. Extraction of low-frequency components and signal decomposition358

After obtaining fourier spectrum for each individual 3D signals and their corre-359

sponding normalized cross-power spectrum, it is of great importance to select from360

the frequency components and separate those low-frequency parts. Assuming that361

the 3D phase correlation between point clouds share similar characteristics to the362

2D phase correlation between images, the same procedures can be conducted for the363

3D signals. For 2D image matching, the concept is that high-frequency components364

corresponds to aliasing and noise, thus most of energy lies in the low-frequency com-365

ponents of the signals (Leprince et al., 2007). Thus, for the cross-power spectrum366

from the 3D phase correlation, a similar strategy is conducted to mask out around367

80% of frequency components at the boundary of the tensor Q. Namely, only the368

center part of the tensor Q will be preserved for further processing. As for the esti-

Figure 6: Illustration of the process of extracting low-frequency components. (a) Correlated tensor
from phase correlation. (b) Extracted low-frequency components of the tensor. (c) Filtered low-
frequency components of the tensor.
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369

mation of the parameters, instead of fitting the high-dimensional plane, in this paper,370

a robust subpixel phase correlation method is applied, which combines the concept371

of SVD and `1 normalization for robust estimation. The normalized cross-power372

spectrum can be rewitten as:373

Q(u, v, w) = e−i(utx+vty+wtz) = e−iutxe−ivtye−iwtz = Qx0(u)Qy0(v)Qz0(w). (9)

The cross-power spectrum can be represented by three rank-one signals. Thus, the374

task of the 3D shift estimation can be separated to several tasks which exploits the375

rank-one signals. Firstly, the SVD method can be utilized to divide the cross-power376

spectrum into several approximate rank-one signals. Thus, instead of solving phase377

wrapping and eliminating high-frequency components in high dimensions, these prob-378

lems can be solved by finding 1D solution using the decomposed signals. Compared379

to the previous one, the 1D solution will be less sensitive to noise and outliers. Si-380

multaneously, ill-posed problem of high-dimensional phase unwrapping can also be381

avoided. To calculate the coefficients of the fitted linear function of the decom-382

posed and unwrapped signal, we adopt a robust algorithm in which `1 normalization383

is utilized to add constraint and improve the model’s robustness. Compared with384

`2 normalization (e.g., least-squares adjustment), `1 is less influenced by noise and385

outliers by adding constraints for the parameters.386

3.3.3. Robust estimation of 3D shifts with `1 norm387

Although the low-frequency components in the cross-power spectrum are sepa-388

rated and extracted, Eq. 10 can still be utilized for the calculated of shift parameters.389

In order to estimate the parameters of this linear function, a robust estimator with390

`1 normalization is adopted, which can be presented as follow:391

arg min(
1

2N

N∑
i=1

(yi − β0 − xTi β)2 + λ

p∑
j=1

|βi|), (10)

where (xi, yi) are N pairs of data values of the decomposed signals and λ is a non-392

negative regularization parameter. In this problem, `1 norm is involved, aiming to393

add constraints when estimating the linear function parameters. The alternating394

direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm is utilized to solve the aforemen-395

tioned optimization problem.396
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Figure 7: Illustration of the robust estimation of 3D shifts using `1 norm. (a) Filtered low-frequency
components. (b) Decomposed and wrapped 1D signal from low-frequency components. (c) Line
fitting of unwrapped decomposed signal. (d) Estimation of shifts parameters.

Once the linear functions for each decomposed signals are estimated, parameters397

of the unwrapped phase angles of the identified components can be converted to the398

real estimated shift parameters:399 
∆X = δxM/(2π)

∆Y = δyN/(2π)

∆Z = δzL/(2π)

, (11)

where M , N , L denote the dimensions of the input tensor, which are from the discrete400

Fourier transform (DFT). In the DFT that we used for transforming the point cloud401

into the frequency domain, the dimensions of the samples space in the frequency402

domain are M ×N × L. Since the shifts are converted to the phase angle difference403

ranging from −π to π, once we get the phase angle differences ∆X, ∆Y , and ∆Z, we404

need to recover the real shifts by the use of Eq. 11 based on the sampled dimensions405

from DFT.406

4. Application to the proposed GRPC method407

Based on the proposed principle, we present our GRPC method for point cloud408

registration in the frequency domain, decoupling of transformation, and robust mul-409

tidimensional phase correlation. Essential processing steps are summarized as a410

complete workflow shown in Fig. 8. In this workflow, the first step of the registration411

is the determination of rotations, which can be achieved by matching the accumu-412

lated spectrum in the Fourier domain, which is invariant to scaling and translation.413

Afterward, the scaling can be estimated using the rotationally aligned data by an414

adaptive Fourier-Mellin method. Finally, the 3D translation can be purely estimated415
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by the shift estimation method, namely the robust 3D phase correlation by matching416

the 3D data, which has been re-scaled and re-rotated.417

Figure 8: Detailed steps of the proposed GRPC method. Gray block stands for the transformation
for the spatial domain to the frequency domain. Red blocks denotes the rotation estimation. Green
blocks represent the scaling estimation. Blue blocks display the translation estimation. RPC
denotes robust phase correlation.

Since the proposed GRPC method is under the framework of coarse registration,418

if more precise results are required, fine registration methods (i.e., ICP) can be419

conducted as a subsequent step to improve the registration accuracy.420

4.1. 3D Rotation estimation421

As presented in Section 3.2, rotations are presented as rotations of points on an422

accumulated spherical layer. In order to recover 3D rotations from the correspond-423

ing rotated spherical structure, in this paper, we aim at finding similar solutions424

to the way we use for the translation estimation, which is solved analytically. One425
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solution is to use spherical harmonics. However, the main limitation is that the426

rotational information is recovered based on the standard cross-correlation, but the427

cross-correlation yields several peaks. There is a same problem as we have mentioned428

that even though the peak can be found, it is hard to achieve sub-voxel level inter-429

polation since no closed-form way is provided. So the general idea is to resample430

the hemisphere of the accumulated spectrum. However, since the resampled layer is431

not an intrinsically 2D rectangular matrix, the structural distortions are dealt with432

a two-step strategy. First, the yaw angle is determined following the rotational be-433

havior of the spherical structure. Then, the 3D spectrum is rotated according to the434

determined yaw angle. After the rotation, only roll and pitch angles remain their435

influence on the spherical structure. Thus, the remaining problem is to estimate roll436

and pitch by resampling the hemisphere in a rectangular way.437

4.1.1. Determination of yaw angle438

Figure 9: Illustration of the process of rotational resampling. (a) Spectrums from 3D signals. (b)
Rotational resampled spectrum. (c) FFT of rotational resampled spectrum. (d) FFT of rotational
resampled spectrum in log-polar space.

The general idea to determine the yaw angle is to treat it as a rotation of a439

resampled structure. The structure is resampled along with spherical coordinates.440

The accumulated spectrum can be expressed with a resampled spherical coordinate441
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system. The coordinate system is as follows:442 

vi = 1, . . . Nrot

vj = 1, . . . Nrot

φ = arctan(
vi
vj

)

θ = (v2i + v2j )
1
2
π

Nrot

, (12)

where Nrot denotes the size and vi and vj present the coordinates of the resampled443

images.444

In accordance with the spectral magnitude, the spherical coordinates can be given445

as:446 
u = rsin(θ)cos(φ) +

N

2

v = rsin(θ)sin(φ) +
N

2

w = rcos(θ) +
N

2

, (13)

447

frot(vi, vj) =
r=re∑
r=rs

F (u, v, w) (14)

In the resampled matrix, roll and pitch are shown as undesirable interference, which448

displays roughly as shifts between the matrices in x- and y-directions.449

In order to recover the rotation between the resampled images, translation can be450

decoupled by calculating the Fourier magnitude spectrum. Then, the estimation of451

rotation can be transformed to a shift estimation problem by log-polar transformation452

(LPT) as illustrated in Fig. 9, where the spectrum of the two signals can be expressed453

as:454

|F (r, θ)| = |G(r, θ + θ0)|, (15)
455

|F (log r, θ)| = |G(log r, θ + θ0)|. (16)

It is clear that the rotation is converted to a shift between the two signals. Thus, by456

finding the shift (x0, y0) in the log-polar space, the rotation can be estimated:457

θ0 = y0. (17)
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4.1.2. Determination of roll and pitch angles458

Figure 10: Illustration of the process of rectangular resampling. (a) Spectrums from 3D signals.
(b) Target spectrum and rotated source spectrum. (c) Retangular resampled spectrum.

Different from the determination of yaw angle, roll and pitch angles are estimated459

simultaneously. First, the 3D voxel data is rotated based on the formerly estimated460

yaw. Then, the rotated spectral magnitude is attained using the same step, as461

mentioned before. For determining roll and pitch, the spectrum is re-sampled in462

a rectangular way by a perpendicular projection of the hemisphere into a matrix.463

Shifts between matrixes can roughly represent the roll and pitch. The resampled464

coordinate system can be expressed as:465 
γ = −π

2
(
vk −Nrect/2

Nrect/2
), vk = 1, . . . Nrect

ψ =
π

2
(
vl −Nrect/2

Nrect/2
), vl = 1, . . . Nrect

, (18)

where Nrect is the square size of the rectangular resampled images.466
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Correspondingly, the related accumulated spectrum can be calculated as:467 
u = r sin(γ) cos(ψ) +

N

2

v = r sin(γ) +
N

2

w = r cos(γ) cos(ψ) +
N

2

, (19)

468

frect(vk, vl) =
r=re∑
r=rs

F (u, v, w). (20)

By determine the shifts using the same phase correlation method, roll and pitch469

can then be determined. Since all rotation parameters have been determined, the470

spectrum can be re-rotated using the determined angles. Only the scaling remains471

to influence the structure information of the spectrum magnitude.472

4.2. Scaling estimation using Fourier-Mellin transform473

Figure 11: Scaling estimation using Fourier-Mellin transform. (a) Discrete 3D signals. (b) Spectrum
of discrete 3D signals. (c) Spectrum in log space after FMT.

As mentioned in the previous sections, the radial accumulation of the spectral474

data is scale-invariant, which allows for the rotation-only registration. In this section,475
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since the rotations have already been determined, Eq. 7 can be simplified as:476

|R(k)| = ψ3|S(kψ−1)|. (21)

The spectral magnitude can be transformed into a log space by Fourier Mellin trans-477

form, in which the Fourier magnitude spectrum is related to each other by:478

|R(log(k))| = ψ3|S(log(k)− log(ψ))|, (22)

which illustrates that spectral structure is logarithmically deformed along each di-479

rection. By taking the log transformation, the scaling is changed as a shift in each480

direction. Thus, by finding the shift (x0, x0, x0) between the two spectra in the log481

space, the scaling factor can be estimated as:482

ψ = ex0 . (23)

Note that there are common causes that the shifts in x-, y-, z-directions are different.483

However, under the assumption that we solve registration with seven DOF, the484

influence of scaling change on the spectrum’s structure along each direction should be485

the same. Instead of adding a constraint, we apply an easy way under this situation.486

By estimating the 3D shift between the spectral structures in the log domain, the487

shifts in different directions can be determined. Thus, scaling for different directions488

can be easily calculated using Eq. 23. Subsequently, by finding the scaling that can489

produce the phase correlation’s maximum peak, the scaling can be chosen among490

the three scaling factors.491

4.3. Translation estimation using 3D phase correlation492

Once the rotations and scaling have been determined, point clouds can be aligned493

according to the estimated parameters. Only translation remains. Thus, the further494

step is straightforward: the determination of 3D translation and can also be achieved495

simply by the 3D phase correlation. Without further procedures (i.e., transferring496

to other domains or conducting a resampling process), the translation can be di-497

rectly determined by the proposed phase correlation method in the time domain498

using the aligned voxelized data. Assume that the estimated shifts are calculated499

as (∆X,∆Y,∆Z). Afterward, considering the difference of the coordinates (X0, Y0,500

Z0) calculated from the rough alignment, the estimated 3D translations should be501

(X0+∆X, Y0+∆Y , Z0+∆Z), which are the final outputs.502
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5. Experiments503

In order to test the efficiency and robustness of the proposed method, test datasets504

and evaluation criteria are required to evaluate the performance. Additionally, in505

order to test the versatility, three benchmark datasets with different point densities506

and different characteristics of scenes were selected for testing. In this section, we507

will introduce the test datasets and the evaluation criteria.508

5.1. Test datasets509

For evaluating the performance of the proposed registration method, experiments510

were conducted using three benchmark datasets, and their results were evaluated511

and analyzed. The first one is a pair of TLS point clouds from the ThermalMapper512

project acquired by the Jacobs University Bremen covering a large urban area (see513

Fig. 12). Table 1 shows the detailed information of the dataset, including the area514

size of the observed scene, the number of points, and the overlap ratios between515

scans. It should be noted that the target point cloud serves as a reference and the516

source point cloud is the one to be registered. The second dataset is a large-scale517

TLS point clouds registration benchmark (WHU-TLS) datasets published by Wuhan518

University (Dong et al., 2020), which provides multiview point clouds with varying519

point densities acquired from different scenes. We selected three representative scenes520

from the WHU-TLS dataset: a subway station, a park, and a cliff of a mountain.521

As shown by Fig. 13, point clouds acquired from these three different scenes show522

different geometric characteristics, which provide us valuable opportunities to test523

the strength and weakness of the proposed method. Detailed information for the524

selected point clouds is listed in Table 2. For this multiview dataset, the reference525

scan for each registration pair is also listed in Table 2. The last one is a set of scans526

from the Real-world Scans with Small Overlap (RESSO) dataset (see Fig. 14) (Chen527

et al., 2019). For this dataset, we used six TLS point clouds, which generated five528

registration test pairs. For each registration pair, Scan 2 is regarded as the reference529

scan. The detailed information of these scans is listed in Table 3. As shown by530

the table, the five pairs have different overlap ratios. By utilizing this dataset, the531

influence of different overlap ratios can be tested on the proposed method.

Table 1: Information of the Bremen TLS dataset.

Parameters Target Source

Area (m2) 451 ×587 585 ×422
Number of points (million points) 15.2 15

Approxi. overlap ratio 0.85

532
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Figure 12: The Bremen TLS dataset. (a) Target and (b) source point clouds color-coded with
intensities.

5.2. Evaluation criteria533

The performance of the proposed method was evaluated from two different as-534

pects. The first evaluation criterion is the registration accuracy. First, ground truth535

is needed for the evaluation of registration accuracy. For the first dataset, we manu-536

ally aligned source and target point clouds, followed by an ICP refinement as ground537

truth. As a registration benchmark, the second and the third provided the accurately538

aligned source and target scans as ground truth. Then, the matching was performed539

between the source and target point clouds. The matching results can then be com-540

pared with the ground truth. The ground-truth transformation information of the541

two construction datasets was calculated based on the ground control information.542

The comparison between different algorithms was conducted using the rotation error543

er and the translation error et:544

∆T = Tg(Tr)
−1 =

[
∆R ∆t

0 1

]
, (24)

545

er = arccos(
tr(∆R)− 1

2
), (25)

546

et = ‖∆t‖, (26)

wherein tr(·) denotes the trace. Furthermore, Tg and Tr represent the transforma-547

tion matrix of the ground truth and the estimated one, correspondingly. The second548

one is the time performance, which is used to test the efficiency of the proposed549
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Figure 13: The WHU-TLS dataset. (a)-(d) are selected point clouds of the subway station dataset
textured with RGB color. (e)-(f) are selected point clouds of the park dataset color-coded with
intensities. (i)-(l) are selected point clouds of the mountain dataset color-coded with heights.
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Figure 14: The selected scans from the Resso TLS dataset. (a) is the target point cloud, and (b)-(f)
are source point clouds to be registered. All point clouds are color-coded with heights.
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Table 2: Information of the WHU-TLS dataset.

Scene Scan index Area (m2) Number of points (million points)
Approxi. overlap ratio

Reference scan index ratio

Subway

5 73 ×60 41.7 / /
3 111 ×161 39.0 5 0.96
4 203 ×35 39.1 5 0.92
6 67 ×179 40.5 5 0.86

Park

14 461 ×564 3.9 / /
13 600 ×638 3.8 14 0.55
15 526 ×552 4.9 14 0.47
16 434 ×534 4.8 15 0.67

Mountain

4 255 ×277 3.4 / /
2 130 ×331 3.7 3 0.54
3 122 ×346 3.5 4 0.50
5 209 ×329 2.7 4 0.69

Table 3: Information of the Resso(7a) TLS dataset.

Parameters Target Source (a) Source (b) Source (c) Source (d) Source (e)

Scan number 2 1 3 5 6 7
Area (m2) 275 ×280 195 ×273 256 ×258 231 ×192 218 ×183 177 ×260

Number of points (million points) 0.82 0.45 0.62 0.78 0.60 0.22
Approxi. overlap ratio / 0.52 0.60 0.48 0.39 0.24

method. In our experiments, the execution time for the whole registration process550

was recorded. Our method was implemented using Matlab. All the experiments are551

conducted on a computer with an Intel i7-4710MQ CPU and 16GB RAM.552

Additionally, our proposed GRPC method can also achieve an estimation of a553

seven DoFs transformation, including scaling and experiments, so evaluating the554

performance on scaling estimation is also conducted. The estimation of scaling is555

evaluated by scaling error:556

∆s = |sr
sg
− 1|, (27)

where sr and sg are the scaling factor of ground truth and the estimated one, respec-557

tively.558

6. Results559

6.1. Results of Bremen dataset560

The experimental results using the Bremen TLS dataset are listed in Table 4. In561

the experiments, the voxel size was set to 1 m. The filtering threshold for voxeliza-562
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tion and binarization was set to 5.0. As shown in the table, the rotation error was563

about 0.04 degrees, and the translation error was nearly 0.25 m. In light of the re-564

quirement of coarse registration, our method’s results are satisfactory. Additionally,565

the processing time was around 1 minute, which was efficient. Fig. 15 shows coarse566

registration results of the Bremen dataset. As illustrated in the figure, the source567

point cloud and the target point cloud were well aligned. It can be seen that the568

spires of the facade of the Bremen bank, and the walls were well matched.569

In order to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed GRPC method,570

we selected several baseline methods for comparison, which were the method using571

Fast Point Feature Histograms(FPFH) (Rusu et al., 2009) and RANSAC process572

(FPFHSAC) (Holz et al., 2015), Keypoint-based 4-points congruent sets (K4PCS)573

(Theiler et al., 2014), and Voxel-based 4-plane congruent sets (V4PCS) (Xu et al.,574

2019). FPFASAC is a feature-based method, which combines FPFH features and575

a RANSAC process for estimating transformation parameters. K4PCS and V4PCS576

are both improved strategies in the framework of 4PCS. In K4PCS, keypoints are577

utilized to replace points in point clouds to reduce the number of candidates and578

improve the robustness of selected points. Differing from 4PCS and K4PCS, V4PCS579

replaces points by planes as candidates for the congruent pairs. The baseline results580

of these methods were provided in (Xu et al., 2019). As shown in the table, all581

registration methods provide acceptable results for a coarse registration. Compared582

with these baseline methods, our proposed GRPC method achieved the best regis-583

tration accuracy considering both rotation and translation errors. Additionally, our584

proposed GRPC method also showed its superiority in its efficiency.

Table 4: Results of four registration methods using the Bremen dataset.

Methods Rot err (deg) Trans err (m) Time (s)

FPFHSAC (Holz et al., 2015) 0.3601 0.0692 318
K4PCS (Theiler et al., 2014) 0.3682 0.4826 256

V4PCS (Xu et al., 2019) 0.1916 0.6312 78
Our GRPC 0.0453 0.2436 67

585
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Figure 15: Registration result of the Bremen dataset using GRPC. (a) Source and target point
clouds shown in the same coordinate frame. (b) Aligned source and target point clouds.

Figure 16: Histogram of residual distances between corresponding points in Bremen dataset between
(a) ground truth and the align source scan and between (b) target and the align source scans.

It should also be noted that since the ground truth was generated by manual586

alignment followed by an ICP refinement, we also evaluated the quality of the ground587

truth by calculating the residual distances between corresponding points between the588

aligned source and target point clouds. In Fig. 16, the histograms of residual dis-589

tances between corresponding points in the alignment results using the given ground590

truth and the aligned source scans using our method are shown. It can be seen591

that regarding the residual distances, our proposed GRPC method provides better592

alignment results compared with ground truth, with smaller mean residual distances593

and lower standard deviations being obtained.594
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6.2. Results of WHU-TLS datasets595

To further evaluate the versatility of the proposed method to different scenes,596

three different scenes were selected from the WHU-TLS benchmark dataset for test-597

ing, including both regular-shaped areas (i.e., urban areas) and irregular-shaped598

areas (i.e., mountain cliffs). Since multiple scans were acquired for each scene, four599

scans were selected for testing, and each scan was matched to the corresponding600

reference scan. The voxel sizes set for the scenes of the subway, the park, and the601

mountain were 1.0 m, 1.5 m, and 1.0 m, respectively. Additionally, the filtering602

thresholds for voxelization and binarization were set to 3.0, 5.0, and 2.0. Table 5603

lists the registration results of our proposed GRPC method and the baseline results604

using Hierarchical merging based multiview registration (HMMR) (Dong et al., 2018)605

provided by the publisher of the WHU-TLS dataset. The baseline method is also a606

hybrid method combining both global (for initial orientation) and local features (for607

fine registration) (Dong et al., 2020). As shown in Table 5, for the scene of the sub-608

way, the rotation errors of our proposed GRPC method were less than 0.2 degrees,609

and the translation errors were less than 0.6 m. Meanwhile, the processing time was610

less than two minutes. Compared with the baseline method, our GRPC provided611

better registration outputs in several cases (i.e., the matching between Scans 5 and 3612

and Scans 5 and 6), with better results achieved in both rotations and translations.

Table 5: Performance comparison of our method and the baseline using the WHU-TLS dataset.

Scene
Registration pair Baseline (Dong et al., 2018) Our GRPC

(Target & Source) Rot err (deg) Trans err (m) Rot err (deg) Trans err (m) Time (s)

Subway
5 & 3 Failed 0.0490 0.4848 65
5 & 4 0.0722 0.7025 0.1841 0.2125 120
5 & 6 0.0931 1.0286 0.0692 0.5493 93

Park
14 & 13 0.0864 0.0438 0.0795 0.4059 158
14 & 15 0.0572 0.0358 0.0646 0.3202 137
15 & 16 0.0256 0.0112 0.0862 0.7704 135

Mountain
3 & 2 0.0495 0.0180 0.2338 0.4010 79
4 & 3 0.0422 0.0090 0.1827 0.2946 74
4 & 5 11.1691 7.9453 0.1332 0.3263 69

613

For the scene of the park, our proposed GRPC method achieved less than 0.1614

degrees rotation errors, which was the same level as the results provided by the615

baseline method. However, the proposed method’s translation errors were larger616

than 0.3 m, while the baseline method can provide translation errors at a centimeter617

level. Compared with the first scene, the processing time is longer, about two and a618

half minutes. For the scene of the mountain, the proposed method provided results619

about a rotation error of around 0.2 degrees and a translation error of about 0.3620
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m. In general, compared with our proposed method, baseline (Dong et al., 2018)621

achieved better results in most cases with rotation errors less than 0.1 degrees and622

most of the translation errors in centimeter-level, which may benefit from the iterative623

optimization procedure. However, it also failed in some cases, namely, the matching624

of Scans 4 and 5 of the mountain scene when details of scans changed in a broad625

range. It shows that one advantage of our GRPC is that it runs stable under different626

situations in various registration datasets. Additionally, our proposed method is627

efficient concerning the processing time. Fig. 17 depicts the registration results of628

multiple scans in different scenes from the WHU-TLS dataset. The reference scans629

for the multiscan registration in the scene of the subway, the park, and the mountain630

were Scan 5, Scan 14, and Scan 4, respectively. As illustrated in the figure, it can631

be observed that walls, buildings in the park, and the mountain’s valley were well632

aligned.633
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Figure 17: Registration result of the WHU-TLS dataset using GRPC, with color representing
different scans. (a), (c), and (e) Source and target point clouds shown in the same coordinate
frame. (b), (d), and (f) Aligned source and target point clouds.

6.3. Results of RESSO datasets634

Apart from the Bremen-TLS and WHU-TLS datasets, we further tested our pro-635

posed GRPC method using another benchmark dataset, namely the Resso dataset.636

In the experiments, the voxel size was set to 1.0 m. The filtering threshold for vox-637

elization and binarization was set to 3.0. In Table 6, it can be seen that the rotation638
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errors were all smaller than 0.3 degree, and the translation errors were less than 0.6639

m. Besides, the processing is comparatively fast, with processing time less than 50640

s. The registration results of the baseline method, Plane-based descriptor (PLADE)641

(Chen et al., 2019), provided by the data publisher, are also given in Table 6. In642

PLADE, a plane and line-based descriptor are utilized to establish correspondences643

between point clouds. It can be seen that our proposed GRPC method always per-644

formed better in estimating rotations. However, as for the estimation of translations,645

our GRPC and PLADE achieved almost the same level results.

Table 6: Performance comparison of our method and the baseline using the Resso dataset.

Scene
Registration pair Baseline (Chen et al., 2019) Our GRPC

(Target & Source) Rot err (deg) Trans err (m) Rot err (deg) Trans err (m) Time (s)

7a

2 & 1 0.3265 0.2082 0.2650 0.5610 45
2 & 3 0.0810 0.0854 0.0727 0.3075 46
2 & 5 0.4475 0.3626 0.1951 0.4000 43
2 & 6 0.5060 0.5741 0.0485 0.2909 48
2 & 7 0.2497 0.4057 0.2844 0.2391 44

646

Figure 18: Registration result of the Resso dataset using GRPC, with color representing different
scans. (a) Source and target point clouds shown in the same coordinate frame. (b) Aligned source
and target point clouds.

The visualized results of the registration of the selected scene in the Resso dataset647

are shown in Fig. 18. It can be observed that the spires, palm trees, and walls of648

buildings were well matched.649
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Figure 19: Mean values and standard deviation of residual distances between corresponding points
in all pairs of scans between (a) ground truth and the align source scan and between (b) target and
the align source scans.

7. Discussion650

7.1. Influence of data properties651

Three benchmark datasets for point cloud registration were tested in the ex-652

periments, including different point densities, different coverage areas, and different653

scenes. In Fig. 19, mean values and standard deviations of the residual distances654

between corresponding points in the aligned results are shown, in which both ground655

truth and aligned source scans using our proposed method were used as references.656
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Figure 20: Selected registered results colored by the residual distances between corresponding
points, where the gray points represent the non-overlap areas. Point distances between ground
truth and the align source scan in (a) Bremen, (c) WHU-TLS subway, (e) WHU-TLS mountain,
and (g) Resso. Point distances between target and the align source scans in (b) Bremen, (d)
WHU-TLS subway, (f) WHU-TLS mountain, and (h) Resso.

For most registration pairs, the mean values and standard deviations of residual657

distances in results using our proposed method were close to those using ground658

truth. It means that our proposed GRPC method can provide acceptable results659
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under different evaluation criteria, even employing checking point-by-point details.660

Additionally, we selected several representative registration pairs and illustrate the661

distribution of registration errors in Fig. 20. As shown in the figure, for most reg-662

istration pairs, the distance errors were less than 0.25 m. By comparing different663

registration pairs, it can be seen that although the geometric characteristics of the664

acquired scenes changes and data property changes, our proposed GRPC method665

can always produce nearly equal and high quality of registration.666

7.2. Influence of voxelization resolutions667

The resolution of voxels is a significant factor influencing the result of registra-668

tion. The resolution represents the geometric size of each voxel used in the step of669

voxelization and binarization. In the experiments, two registration pairs were se-670

lected from the aforementioned tested datasets. The first one is the pair of Scans671

2 and 3 from the Resso dataset, which serves as a representative of regular-shaped672

areas. The other one is the pair of Scans 3 and 2 from the scene of a mountain673

cliff in the WHU-TLS dataset, which stands for a representative of irregular-shaped674

areas. In the experiments, the sizes of voxels range from 1.0 m to 3.0 m with a675

progressively increasing rate of 1.0 m per test. In Fig. 21, the registration results,676

including rotation errors, translation errors, and processing time, are provided.677

Figure 21: Sensitivity analysis on the resolution of voxel resolution. (a) Results using Resso dataset.
(b) Results using WHU-TLS mountain dataset.

As we can predict, when the voxel size gets larger, the execution time will de-678

crease. The results perfectly proved this assumption. For both datasets, the process-679

ing time experienced a remarkable drop along with the increment of voxel resolution.680

On the other hand, it is also noticeable that both rotation errors and translation681

errors for the two datasets showed drastic improvements. For the Resso dataset, the682

rotation errors increased from less than 0.1 degrees to 0.7 degrees, and the translation683
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errors rose from 0.3 m to larger than 1 m. For the WHU-TLS mountain dataset, the684

rotation errors increased from 0.2 degrees to about 0.8 degrees, while the translation685

errors expanded from 0.4 m to almost 2.8 m. It can be seen that no matter for686

regular-shaped areas or irregular-shaped areas, the voxel resolution is an essential687

factor that influences registration results. One reason may be that the voxel size688

actually defines the sampling rate in the process of voxelization. When the voxel size689

is large, a sparse samling is conducted on point clouds, which leads to strong aliasing690

effect.691

7.3. Influence of scaling changes692

All tested datasets we used in the experiments provide no scaling changes. To693

investigate the effectiveness of the scaling estimation and the influence on the estima-694

tion of other transformation parameters, we generated several simulated registration695

pairs of point clouds with scaling changes by zooming out the source point cloud.696

We selected the pair of Scans 2 and 3 from the Resso dataset and the pair of Scans697

3 and 2 from the WHU-TLS mountain dataset as registration pairs for testing. The698

source scans, namely Scan 3 from the Resso and Scan 2 from the mountain dataset,699

were zoomed out with various scaling factors. The target scans remained no changes.700

As illustrated in Fig. 22, it is clear that when the scale difference gets larger, the701

registration accuracies decrease with larger rotation, translation, and scaling errors702

no matter for regular-shaped areas and irregular-shaped areas. It could be explained703

that when the point cloud is zoomed out with a large scale factor, the aliasing effect704

will be caused by a relatively sparse sampling process on the point cloud.705

Figure 22: Sensitivity analysis on the changes of scale. (a) Results using Resso dataset. (b) Results
using WHU-TLS mountain dataset.

Additionally, as shown in the figure, the influences of scaling changes on rota-706

tion errors and translation errors are almost with the same trend except for some707
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individual cases. Since point clouds have been zoomed to approximately the same708

scale after scaling, the accuracy of estimated translations will not be influenced by709

aliasing effect caused by a sampling process but merely influenced by errors in the710

estimation of scaling and rotations.711

7.4. Influence of signal-to-noise ratios712

Figure 23: Rotation and translation errors with different noise ratios and noise levels using our
proposed GRPC method. (a) and (b) Results using Resso dataset. (c) and (d) Results using
WHU-TLS mountain dataset.

To validate the robustness of the proposed GRPC method, we conducted further713

experiments, which added noises to the original point clouds. In experiments, we714

selected two registration pairs from the aforementioned datasets. One pair is Scans715

2 and 3 from the Resso dataset, and another pair is Scans 3 and 2 from the WHU-716

TLS mountain dataset. Meanwhile, Gaussian noises with different noise ratios and717

different noise levels were added to corresponding point clouds. It should be noted718

that noise ratio means the proportion of points that are changed to noise, while the719

noise level means the amplitude of the added noise. Thus, the influence of noise720

on regular-shaped and irregular-shaped datasets can also be investigated. The voxel721

size and the filtering threshold for voxelization and binarization were set as 1.0 m722
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and 3.0. As shown in Fig. 23, the registration accuracies vary at an acceptable723

level with changes in noise ratios and noise levels. It demonstrates the robustness of724

the proposed registration method and proves that the proposed method can still be725

effective in a highly-noisy situation. Comparatively, the registration of the mountain726

dataset is more sensitive to the influence of noise, with higher translation errors727

gained. However, for the mountain dataset, the estimation of rotations seems to be728

more stable under the changes of both noise ratios and noise levels.729

7.5. Influence of different overlap ratios730

In the real world, occasionally, it is unpredictable for a pair of scans to have731

varying overlap ratios, which is a challenging work for point cloud registration. Thus,732

we also investigated the influence of overlap ratios on the registration results using733

the proposed Go-PRC method. As depicted in Table 3, the dataset provides several734

scans with different overlap ratios varying from 0.60 to 0.24, but with the same data735

quality. The voxel sizes were all set to 1.0 m, and the filtering thresholds were set to736

3.0, as mentioned in Section 6.3. In Fig. 24, overlap ratios, and their corresponding737

rotation and translation errors are shown. As illustrated in Fig. 24, the registration738

results are not directly positively influenced by overlap ratios. When the overlap739

ratio dropped from 0.52 to 0.24, the registration accuracy was still acceptable with740

a rotation error by about 0.3 degree and a translation error by 0.25 m. Generally, it741

shows that the proposed method is kind of robust to the variations of overlap ratios.742

Figure 24: The rotation and translation errors of the registration results using Resso with different
overlap ratios

8. Conclusion743

In this paper, we propose a marker-free method called GRPC, which utilizes744

global features for efficient and robust registration of point clouds. The proposed745
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GRPC method converts the estimation of rotations, scaling, and translations to a746

problem of matching low-frequency components in the frequency domain. Specifi-747

cally, the estimation of rotations, scaling, and translations is converted to a sequence748

of shift estimation tasks by a sequence of operations, including Fourier transform, re-749

sampling strategies, and Fourier-Mellin transform. Accurate estimations of shifts can750

be sequentially achieved by fitting the decomposed cross-power spectrum of global751

signal tensors in the Fourier domain using a robust estimator with `1-norm. Ex-752

periment results using three TLS datasets from different sources and representing753

different scenes reveal that the proposed method is practical and efficient under dif-754

ferent scenarios. Promising results also prove the versatility of the proposed method755

to different datasets with regular-shaped or irregular-shaped geometric characteris-756

tics. The proposed method can efficiently achieve registration with majority rotation757

and translation errors, reaching less than 0.2 degrees and 0.5 m and outperform state-758

of-the-art methods on the Bremen dataset and the baseline method on the majority759

scan pairs of the Resso dataset (in the tested scene). As for the WHU-TLS dataset,760

although in terms of registration accuracy, the baseline method outperforms our761

proposed method, our method can produce more stable results of satisfying quality762

even under significant changes in the scene. Additionally, it is also proved by the763

experiments that our proposed GRPC method is kind of robust to noise and is still764

effective and efficient under low-overlapping cases. Although several datasets cover-765

ing various scenes were tested in our experiments, they were all acquired via TLS,766

with similar data characteristics. In our future work, the potential of utilizing global767

features in the frequency domain in the registration of a multisource dataset can be768

investigated.769
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